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Here we come gonna shake up the earth 
Here we come gonna kick up some dirt 
Here we come hide your women and your weed 
Here we come and we spread like disease 
Here we come with the funk rain sleet hail snow 
Here we come with the funk its time to let you know 
Here we come fill the air like a shotgun blast 
Kick in your face than take out the trash 

Why cant you believe in the words don't you ever listen 
Now do you believe that we won't go away 
What can you believe in the words we won't go away 

Step off I can't take it step off I'm deranged 
Step off I can't fake step off before I go Insane 

Blowing up like you knew that we would 
River rat style gonna give it to you good 
Running ya down when I take to extremes 
Whipping that ass like Austin 316 
Who can ignite give it to ya right 
Shake up the ground all God damn night 
Kapow how ya like me now 
Burning hot going off like kaklow, kaklow 

Why cant you believe in the words don't you ever listen 
Now do you believe that we won't go away 
Why can't you believe in the words we wont go away 
Step off I can't take it step off I'm deranged 
Step off I can't fake step off before I go Insane 

Step off I can't take it step off I'm deranged 
Step off I can't fake step the fuck off 

Nothing you could take from me 
Even if you make me bleed, I won't drop 
Step off - you can't take me down 
Leave you buried in the ground I wont stop [Repeat] 
I'm straight at you 2 fisted. 

Aw yeah, gonna flex for you 
This is the way I bring wreck and snap necks in two 
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Bad ass, crazy bastard 
One, two, mike check, the lyrical assassin 
Heads up when the sound comes crashing 
Like a train wreck to the heads that we done smashed
in. 
Hard like the man of steel 
You steppin up you get crushed beneath the wheel
(what?) 
Ya better change your direction 
Step back and get some protection 
You don't want none of me 
I see that look in your eyes like I'm a side show freak
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